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It's simple: broadleaved evergreens are trees that don't lose their leaves. And despite their
versatility and beauty, they are often underused. Why? Most people, including knowledgeable
gardeners, equate evergreens with conifers—and Christmas trees— rather than broadleaved
plants. And many of the most attractive broadleaved evergreens have only recently become
commercially available. Sean Hogan—one of America's most respected and well-known
horticulturists—aims to correct the problem with this groundbreaking title. Ten years of research
has gone into the detailed descriptions and photographs of more than 300 choice trees. Hogan
opens our eyes to a largely unexplored world of foliar beauty—from China, Japan, Korea, and
Taiwan to Australia, Tasmania, and New Zealand; from Chile and Argentina to Mexico and the
western United States. Among the profiled plants are the drought-tolerant, russetbarked
manzanitas; the finely textured, glossy-leaved azaras; and the exquisitely fragrant michelias.
Also included are little-known gems from such well-known genera as the hollies and oaks.
Hogan has filled an obvious gap in horticultural literature. By bringing to light hundreds of
exciting plants that have the potential to transform gardens, he also performs an outstanding
service.

From BooklistBroadleaved evergreens, attractive in all seasons, have great potential as
landscaping plants. The majority of trees in this volume, which is authored by an experienced
horticulturalist, are best suited to the USDA Hardiness Zone 7 and warmer (lowest winter
temperatures of 0–10 degrees Fahrenheit or 12–18 degrees Celsius). Written at a level
accessible to the layperson, the volume would also be of great interest to landscaping
professionals. Criteria for the trees that are covered include attractive leaves year-round,
suitability for garden situations, and frequency of use in temperate gardens. Overviews of
genera are followed by narratives on individual species, which give the common name; native
land; hardiness; soil preferences; mature height; physical description (leaves, flowers, trunk,
bark, and scent); horticultural applications; nutritional requirements; propagation methods; and
other relevant highlights of interest to gardeners. The alphabetically arranged articles range in
length from a single paragraph to several pages. Some 370 excellent color photographs of
broadleaved evergreens supplement the text. In addition, black-and-white line drawings give an
indication of the mature size of the plant relative to a person. A useful addition is a listing of trees
with specific characteristics such as toleration to drought, light preferences, temperature
requirements, soil preferences, cold hardiness, and size. A 10-page index provides subject
access to the contents. The strength of this volume lies in the inclusion of many relatively
unknown species of horticultural interest. This information could be extremely useful in the quest
to grow plants that are ecologically appropriate for an area. Trees for All Seasons is highly



recommended for gardening sections of public, academic, and special libraries in temperate
climates. --Nancy CannonReview“The strength of this volume lies in the inclusion of many
relatively unknown species of horticultural interest. This information could be extremely useful in
the quest to grow plants that are ecologically appropriate for an area.” —Booklist“If global
warming is inevitable, as it seems, this book may provide the proverbial silver lining for cool-
climate gardeners.” —American Gardener“This book could qualify as a coffee-table book; the
layout and the photographs are lush enough. But there is a lot of information there. I know,
because I have just read every word.” —Washington Gardener“Timber Press and Sean are to be
congratulated for producing another handsome, engaging, and beautifully photographed book
for our garden libraries.” —Pacific Horticulture“Sean Hogan is brought to long-overdue British
attention by this publication. . . . Introduces us to a swathe of underused plants that, in a climate-
change world, will become increasingly important.” —Daily Telegraph“At last here is a book that
will help gardeners of all abilities to choose a broadleaved evergreen that will be much more
than background plant.” —Gardens Illustrated“Whether you still have room to plant a tree and
need a reliable guide, or if you just like deepening your knowledge of trees, this book will inform,
reward and entertain.” —Hardy Plant Society of Oregon Bulletin“I am a sucker for tree books, so
I cannot resist Sean Hogan’s Trees for All Seasons. . . . ‘Most people, including knowledgeable
gardeners, equate evergreens with conifers—and Christmas trees—rather than broadleaved
plants,’ says Hogan. He aims to correct that with this guide to more than 300 small choice
trees.” —Vancouver SunAbout the AuthorSean Hogan is the co-founder of Cistus Design in
Portland, Oregon. He was formerly a horticulturist at the University of California, Berkeley
Botanic Garden, where he managed the New World Desert, Australia/New Zealand, Africa, and
California-cultivar gardens. He is a frequent contributor to horticultural journals such as the Rock
Garden Quarterly and Pacific Horticulture.Read more
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lpe, “I have known Sean and he is a brilliant man, one of the most revered experts in .... I have
known Sean and he is a brilliant man, one of the most revered experts in his field. This lovely
book was produced with vibrant color plantings and easy to find stands of trees and clear
information on any conceivable types of seasonal plantings you are seeking to achieve. Sean is
right there with you every step of the way with many years and travels in different parts of the
world that have garnered his ability to delight and inform you with tips and tricks to capture our
natural world and bring more of it closer to you and yours.Thank you, Sean for all your
experience and knowledge and you reading this Must go visit his Cistus Nursery and have a real
thrill.Chris Bryan”

Ebook Library Reader, “I would just like to say that this book is a masterpiece and .... I'm late in
responding due a "TO DO LIST" that has grown way out of proportion (as has the clover that has
taken over my entire back yard, and I have no idea where it suddenly came from). However, I
would just like to say that this book is a masterpiece and a treasure. It is wonderfully put
together with amazingly beautiful color photographs, and I assume much affection for the
subject matter. I am a fan of anything "evergreen" and most definitely of Sean Hogan and his
admirable life's work and genius.  I highly recommend this very lovely book.”

Francine, “year round beauty. Sean Hogan's book, Trees for All Seasons:Broadleaved
Evergreens for Temperate Climates, is a detailed book for people that enjoy planting a garden
with the year round beauty of evergreen trees and shrubs. The emphasis is on the Pacific
Northwest but Sean's book also covers broadleaf evergreen trees that can be grown elsewhere
in the warm climates of zone 7, as well as some zone 6 and 5 evergreen trees as well. This is an
informative book listing many species new to the market that are just becoming available to
gardeners.”

J. Galicic, “Sean Hogan is the best!. By far, this is the best book on broadleaf evergreen trees
I've ever owned. Detailed descriptions and frost tolerances are given alongside beautiful
pictures of hundreds of the most exotic trees for temperate climates. Some of them have been
around for a while but most of them are relatively new to cultivation and fun to seek out. It makes
a pretty good complement to Dan Hinkley's Explorer's Garden book series since he has left out
trees for some reason.”

Emily, “excellent book. sean hogan really knows his stuff! a worthwhile read for anyone
interested in evergreens”

P. Thompson, “Must have for the Pacific Northwest!. Better than expected...purchased used,
listed as 'acceptable', but really in perfect condition! Very pleased. A great book, especially if



you live in the Pacific Northwest.”

I love pdx!, “Fun as well as informative. Wonderful reference and idea book. Sean is an expert,
informative and humorous writer. Fun to read.”

Mike Mac, “Definitive Book on Evergreen Broadleaved Trees. The definitive book on evergreen
broadleaf trees. Informative, yet easy-to-read, with personal touches showing the author's love
of the subject. Shows just how many trees that look like deciduous broadleaves are available to
brighten your garden all year. No need to rely solely on conifers for evergreen trees.Very useful
for identifying candidate trees for a garden. Although evergreen broadleaves have been a
favourite for some time, just didn't know how many there are to choose from before reading this
book. Plan to make the garden an oasis of evergreen life in the desert of bare winter
surroundings. Learnt enough to make decisions about which trees to choose and which trees to
leave out as they would not grow here.Provides practical details, such as height, spread,
hardiness zone (USDA), flowering colour and others.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 17 people have provided feedback.
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